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“Progress in Additive Manufacturing” started in 2016 with 
the approach of covering new findings from the industrial 
and scientific world to bring together technology expertise 
and consolidate knowledge. It also underlines the scope of 
addressing the interdisciplinary nature of AM in one single 
journal. The last 2 years have shown that this concept is 
more than necessary as the investigations within the different 
areas such as material, data preparation, processes and post-
processing have grown. The publications in PIAM focusing 
on industrial production and industrial applications have also 
increased. Therefore, a clear picture of the developments 
is absolutely essential to establish sustainable knowledge.

The industry has published a lot of success stories regard-
ing the use of AM under “real industrial conditions”. Key 
players from the energy sector, such as Siemens and GE, 
showed the operation of turbine burners without failure or 
the manufacturing of thousands of nozzles. New machines 
have been launched in the market with larger building enve-
lopes or having more powerful energy sources. There are 
laser melting machines operating simultaneously with four 
laser beams, extrusion machines with more efficient print 
heads, and finally automated systems and monitoring units 
being implemented to improve quality assurance and to 
serve the next revolution of “big data”. Furthermore, a lot 
of new but old conventional processes appear in the AM 
world such as material extrusion process using metal filled 
filaments or directed energy deposition with wire. The dis-
cussions about adapted materials, material combinations 
and AM integration in production chains and AM hybrid 
manufacturing are all in full swing.

Besides all these excellent and brilliant innovations, the 
fundamental building blocks of the AM processes, material 

and part properties are still not completely understood and 
there is still a demand for material, data and quality, fur-
ther pressing the need for standards for the industry. The 
previous issues of “Progress in Additive Manufacturing” 
help our readers to comprehend a variety of topics to meet 
these concerns and to stay abreast of technological changes. 
Design aspects and material issues such as properties of AM 
parts; functional integration, part build orientation, quality 
issues and testing methods have been addressed, as well as 
topics about high-performance materials such as ceramics 
and composites are explored. At the same time, experimen-
tal work about limitations and failures have been investi-
gated. Industrial topics include those that provide industry 
use cases about the implementation of combined and hybrid 
processes. Our papers also include trends such as process 
monitoring, modelling, database development, the produc-
tion of electronic components and cybersecurity.

It is our wish that the PIAM journal will continue to con-
tribute knowledge to the industrial and scientific communi-
ties. Without the dedicated work of our Editorial Board and 
reviewers, none of this would have been possible. Of course, 
to all authors and contributors, we extend our sincere thank 
you for the support and trust.
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